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Abstract 

Although hypermedia systems are becoming more 

sophisticated and readily available as o f t h e  shelfprod- 

ucts, there are few hypermedia applicaiions within 
business and industrial orgaizizations. This paper ar- 

gues that this phenomena is  rooted in the concept 
of hypermedia applications as standalone programs. 
Larger acceptance of hypermedia within organizations 
will occur once this technology is better integrated with 

other organizatiolzal systems and applied to carefully 
selected tasks. The paper identifies three areas for re- 
search in this context: the tasks perspective, which 

deals with selecting tasks for which to develop hyper- 

media applications, the knowledge perspective, which 

deals with representing and managing the knowledge 

processed by organizations, and the integration per- 
spective, which deals with technical issues in software 
integration. This paper suggests that solutions to  the 

problems presented will prompt the acceptance of hy- 

permedia technology within organizations. 

< 

1 Introduction 

What is required for hypermedia to become an in- 
tegral part of the technology platform of businesses 
and industrial organizations? This paper proposes a 
list of important research issues for promoting the ac- 
ceptance of hypermedia within organizations. 

Hypertext [6,  231 allows information to be organized 
so that users can access it a t  will. A typical hyper- 

text system consists of nodes, that contain informa- 
tion, and of links, that represent relationships between 
nodes. Buttons or anchors are regions within nodes 
where links originate or terminate. To traverse a link, 

a user activates a button, e.g., clicking on it with the 
mouse. The set of all nodes and links is normally re- 
ferred to as the hyperdocument. A collection of hyper- 
documents is a hyperbase. Hypertext systems manage 
hyperbases and enable users to navigate within hyper- 
documents. Hypermedia extends hypertext by incor- 
porating multimedia. Hypermedia nodes may contain 
not only text, but also sound, video, graphics, etc. 
Hypermedia buttons may consist of gestures, sound- 
bites, etc. Hypermedia systems provide the following 
functionality. 

Annotation: Users can add their own personal 
comments onto documents, as well as establish re- 
lationships among these without altering the doc- 
uments themselves. 

Navigation: Users can explore hyperdocuments 
by following links from node to node. Naviga- 
tional aids include graphical overviews and back- 
tracking. 

Structure: Links can be used to establish var- 
ious kinds of associations among information 
units. These include cross-references, hierarchies 
and the ability to share substructures of nodes 
and links among hyperdocuments. 

1.1 Dimensions of the  Research Problem 

Organizational hypermedia is hypermedia technol- 
ogy adapted to the processing needs of organizations. 
A key difference between organizational processing 
and individual processing is the emphasis of the for- 
mer on information sharing. The need to share infor- 
mation among individuals (e.g., members of a design 
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group), among groups (e.g., design engineering, man- 
ufacturing, marketing, etc.) and among organizations 
(e.g., McDonnell Douglas Aircraft Company and its 
6000 suppliers) places significant demands on organi- 
zational information processing [9]. Information from 
different sources needs to  be integrated and processes 
need to  be coordinated. Thus, to be effective, organi- 
zational hypermedia should support integration, shar- 
ing and coordination. 

Moreover, hypermedia should be ubiquitous. This 
can be achieved by realizing that hypermedia function- 
ality can be offered as a service to other applications 
in the same way that  database management systems 
provide data management services. An organization's 

hyperbase where all documents of the organization re- 
side, is the counterpart of the organization's database. 
A hypermedia engine capable of processing requests 
for hypermedia service from applications, is the coun- 
terpart of the DBMS, which handles data manage- 
ment'requests. For example, a decision support sys- 
tem (DSS), can use the services of the hypermedia 
engine enabling users to  navigate among the elements 
of a decision process [2, 4, 151. 

1.2 Issues for Research 

This paper develops three research perspectives re- 
lated to organizational hypermedia. 

The t asks  perspec t ive .  To promote the accep- 
tance of hypermedia, hypermedia applications should 
be carefully selected which benefit the most from hy- 
permedia's unique features. It  is important therefore 
to investigate what kinds of tasks are best suited for 
hypermedia implementation. The tasks perspective, 
developed in section $2, proposes a framework within 
which this kind of research can be conducted and 
raises a number of questions pertaining hypermedia 
acceptance. 

The knowledge perspec t ive .  Modern organiza- 
tions are knowledge handlers. To support their infor- 
mation processing needs, hypermedia needs the ability 
to represent and manage knowledge structures. The  
knowledge perspective, developed in section $3, raises 
a number of important research issues that need to be 
resolved in this context. 

The in tegra t ion  perspec t ive .  The diffusion of hy- 
permedia functionality requires a seamless software 
integration between information system applications 
and hypermedia engines. However, most hypermedia 
systems are monolithic, self-enclosed programs unable 

to interact with other applications [ZO]. This research 
perspective focuses on the technical issues that need 
to  be resolved to support integration. 

The three areas are interrelated. The kinds of tasks 
to which hypermedia should be applied qualifies the 
kinds of knowledge i t  needs to  handle, this in turn 
qualifies the type of kind of integration required; and 
vice versa, integration places demands on the knowl- 
edge capabilities proposed for hypermedia, which in 
turn affect the kinds of tasks to which it can be ap- 
plied. 

This paper is organized as follows. Sections $2, 
$3 and $4 develop the three perspectives for research. 
Section $5 offers some concluding remarks. 

2 The Tasks Perspective 

Hypermedia is not a panacea for all tasks. I t  is 
important to identify the tasks for which hyperme- 
dia is best suited. The information processing frame- 
work developed by Galbraith [ l l ]  and later refined by 
Tushman and Nadler 1321 can be used to research this 
question. This framework conceives of organizations 
as information-processing networks with information 
processing requirements and information processing 
capacities. As long as there is a match between the 
requirements and the capacities, the organization will 
function effectively. The framework is shown in figure 

2.1 Task Dimensions 

Daft and Lengel [?] identified two key qualifiers 
of work tasks that determine information processing 
needs: uncertainty and equivocality. Organizations 
process information for two reasons: to reduce uncer- 
tainty and to reduce equivocality. 

Uncer ta in ty  is the "relative difference in the 
amount of information required and the amount pos- 
sessed by the organization" [ll] .  As information in- 
creases, uncertainty decreases. 

Equivocality is the degree of ambiguity inherent 
in a task. Low equivocality suggests a single interpre- 
tation [31]. "High equivocality means confusion and 
lack of understanding. Equivocality means that  ask- 
ing a yes-no question is not feasible [?]." 

A key difference between equivocality and uncer- 
tainty is that while uncertainty can be reduced by in- 
creasing the amount of data, this does not help to 
reduce equivocality. Faced with an equivocal prob- 
lem, managers might not know what questions to ask, 
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Effectiveness is a function rn 
of the degree of match 

Figure 1: The Information Processing model of orga- 
nizations. (Adapted from Tushman and Nadler) 

whereas when faced with uncertainty, managers know 
what questions to ask, but might have difficulties find- 
ing the data needed to answer these questions. 

Uncertainty can be reduced by either decreasing the 
information processing needs of organizations, for ex- 
ample, by changing the structure of the organization, 
or by increasing its information processing capacities 
[ll] ,  for exampl'e, by introducing a new information 
system. High equivocality stimulates frequent and 
informal face-to-face information cycles among man- 
agers. The key factor in equivocality reduction is the 
extent to which structural mechanisms facilitate the 
processing of rich information. Equivocality leads to  
rich exchange of views among managers to define prob- 
lems and resolve conflicts [7]. 

The information processing requirements for work 
tasks can be determined by classifying the tasks along 
the dimensions of uncertainty and equivocality. A task 
with high uncertainty will require high volume of in- 
formation processing; while high equivocality requires 
systems that help disambiguate problems. 

2.2 Targeting Hypermedia Applications 

The adoption of hypermedia depends on its abil- 
ity to bridge the gap between information processing 
needs and capacities. Where will liypermedia have the 
strongest impact? The information-processing frame- 
work can 'be used to answer this question. First, 
the extent by whicli hypermedia functionality reduces 

uncertainty and equivocality should be determined. 
Next, tasks with corresponding levels of uncertainty 
and equivocality should be chosen as candidate appli- 
cations for hypermedia implementation. 

The problem is now to determine hypermedia's con- 
tribution to uncertainty and equivocality reduction. 
This is a difficult research problem because of the lack 
of techniques to determine these levels. However, the 
following analysis might help to clarify the problem. 

Since uncertainty is reduced by increasing the 
amount of information, the multimedia component 
of hypermedia can help reduce its uncertainty level. 
This is a consequence of the high information band- 
width that results from the inclusion of the different 
media- sound, video, graphics, etc.- in hypermedia 
systems. What levels of uncertainty does this multi- 
media functionality succeed in managing? Experience 
from other technologies such as teleconferencing, can 
provide some clues. 

Hypermedia's ability to manage relationships 
among various objects, its hyper component, can help 
reduce equivocality. Users confronted with a confusing 
task can explore the problem domain to disambiguate 
it, by following embedded liypermedia links. Since 
asking a "yes-no question is not feasible [?]," naviga- 
tion is an appropriate alternative. Moreover, through 
its hyperbases, hypermedia provides structural mech- 
anisms to facilitate the processing of rich information, 
as required for equivocality reduction. A key problem 
is to determine the extent to which equivocality is re- 
duced. Annotation aside, hypermedia can not help in 
a task where no structure exists. Nor would it be help- 
ful a t  the other extreme, where tasks have a distinctive 
sequential organization. 

Determining the reduction levels in the presence 
of both the multimedia and the hyper components of 
hypermedia is also problematic since there are inter- 
dependencies among both components. However, it 
would seem that the added benefits help reduce uncer- 
tainty and equivocality levels even more. Experiments 
should be devised to measure these levels. 

In sum, classifying hypermedia in terms of uncer- 
tainty and equivocality reduction can help target hy- 
permedia applications for success. 

3 The Knowledge Perspective 

A central issue arising from the knowledge-intensive 
nature of the organizations is their need to manage 
large knowledge bases. Hypermedia can help represent 
and access knowledge about information held in the 
organization. 
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3.1 Hypermedia and Organizational 
Memory 

In their role as knowledge handlers, organizations 
accumulate various kinds of information. An organi- 
zation can increase its efficiency by maintaining a well- 
organized repository with all this information. Such a 
repository is called an organizat ional  nlelllory. 

Organizational memories contain various entities 
among which we can distinguish: facts (e.g., the design 

of the wing was completed on 6/16/92), positions (e.g., 
node airfoil-inadequate objects to node wing-design- 

satisfactory), and ephemeral events (e.g., group meet- 

ing 6/26/92 at 5pm). Memory entities are related in 
ways that are continuously updated as the environ- 
ment evolves. In principle, the organizational mem- 
ory lends itself to  a hypermedia representation: enti- 
ties are represented by nodes, relationships by links. 
One important aspect of organizational memory is its 
growth. As new memory entities are added, they have 
to be properly related to the memory base. 

Various hypermedia systems deal, albeit implicitly, 
with organizational memories. Ted Nelson's Xanadu 
system [22] is, in fact, an organizational memory of all 
literary material. Engelbart [9] proposes a Hyperdocu- 

ment Library System where all documents of an orga- 
nization can be stored in a library-like service that pro- 
vides linking capabilities. Answer Garden [I] is a tool 
to disseminate expert knowledge to end-users through 
a question-answer paradigm. In essence, the user nav- 
igates a network (actually a tree) by responding to 
questions. Answer Garden exhibits organic growth 
when experts respond to user's requests by adding or 
updating information. The Virtual Notebook System 
1131 has been developed for cooperative research ac- 
tivities. It  is based on the notebook metaphor. A 
common interlinked repository is accessed through in- 
dividual notebook pages. The system grows as users 
add information to this repository. CORE [8] deals 
specifically with hypermedia academic journals. The 
network represents an academic memory that grows 
a s  new articles are included. 

3.2 Problems with Organizational Mem- 

ory 

Several problems arise when considering a hyper- 
media implementation for organizational memory. 

How can consistency of an organizational mem- 
ory hyperbase be ensured? Pol lu t ion  is an impor- 
tant problem with hypermedia in general and orga- 
nizational memories in particular. Memory entities 

are inter-related via links that are continuously up- 
dated as the environment evolves. If the hyperme- 
dia engine has no understanding of the relationships 
it represents, links have to be manually crafted by 
experts. Besides its high cost in terms of time, this 
approach becomes unsafe when we consider large net- 
works that span across organizations, or even across 
groups within the same organization. Quality con- 
trol of manual link creation is, a t  best, difficult to en- 
force, even in the presence of typed links and nodes, 
because there are no semantic constraints to enforce 
consistency, as in databases. Hence, instead of repre- 
senting organizational memory, the hypermedia net- 
work may reflect the inherently biased personal per- 
ceptions of the individuals responsible for maintaining 
the links. This has the potential to  dissociate the hy- 
permedia network from what it represents. Important 
relationships among facts might be absent (e.g., group- 

meeting-6/26/9 at 5pm might not be linked to group 

meeting canceled due to ...), relationships might be 
erroneous (e.g., group meeting 6/26/92 at 5pm might 
be associated by a canceled link to wing design does 
not withstand required loads.) As a result, errors can 
pollute the network and turn it useless. 

Another problem is memory growth.  Although 
expansion is inherent in hypermedia systems, there 
are no set mechanisms to incorporate new information 
into the existing hyperbase. New entities are usually 
related to older ones already in the memory. These re- 
lationships are bidirectional. For example, a new reg- 
ulation on employee's compensation should be related 
to older ones. And vice-versa, links should relate the 
older regulation to their newer versions so that read- 
ers can be made aware of any changes. How will these 
relationships be established? A manual method can 
not be effective because individuals may not be aware 
of the full contents of the hyperbase. Therefore, they 
will not be able to establish all required links. 

Growth brings along waste,  i.e., information that 
looses its relevance over time, remains indefinitely in 
place. This results not only in a waste of space, but 
also in a waste of time when garbage nodes distract 
users during browsing. How can these nodes be re- 
moved? Can garbage collection techniques from pro- 
gramming languages be applied? 

Memory res t ruc tur ing  is another challenge. Hu- 
man memory can restructure itself in response to 
changing circumstances. This enables relevant events 
to be retrieved easier than less important ones. What 
kind of hypermedia restructuring mechanisms are 
needed to support this? Stotts and Furuta [28] de- 
scribe time-based adaptation mechanisms of hyper- 
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text networks. Some links may appear or disappear 
according to the amount of time spent by the user on 
a node. Similarly, node contents can be re-evaluated 
based on timing parameters. More work in this area 
is needed to achieve the kind of restructuring required 
for organizational memories. 

Engelbart 191 identifies iilteroperability between 
knowledge domains as key to the coordination of tasks 
within and across organizations. ICnowledge domain 
interoperability is the ability to share and exchange 
information among systems that operate on different 
knowledge domains (marketing, manufacturing, etc.) 
Within the organizational memory, for example, do- 
main interoperability translates into the need to es- 
tablish relationships among entities originating in di- 
verse knowledge domains, For example, the represen- 
tations for a regulation in separate divisions of a law 
firm have to be compatible, if not identical, to support 
cooperative work. Since internal languages of various 
systems will usually be different, some kind of trans- 
lation mechanism is needed. Such translation is only 
viable if each system is able to represent knowledge 
at  a sufficiently high level of abstraction. Hypermedia 
constructs capable of representing knowledge, as op- 
posed to simple node and link constructs, are required 
to support domain interoperability. If the hyperme- 
dia system only maintains nodes and links, no auto- 
matic information exchange across different domains 
can take place. It is not clear that the proposed hyper- 
media design languages [12, 19, 211 have the required 
expressive power to help with domain interoperability. 

Organizational memories need to be flexible 
enough to accommodate new kinds of information and 
relationships. One problem with current hypermedia 
design models is their lack of flexibility. It is hard 
to change schema definitions or logic laws as systems 
evolve. However, such flexibility is needed, especially 
given the intra- and inter-organizational requirements. 
For example, as Malone et. a1 1171 report, users might 
realize that they need new kinds of links, or that pre- 
viously defined fields should allow contents of different 
types. (Such fields are called soft buttons [29]). In [I?] 
the need for semi-formal structures to deal with such 
problems is identified. The nature of these structures 
in the context of hypermedia needs to be further stud- 
ied. 

The challenges to hypermedia organizational mem- 
ories just presented are many and difficult to tackle. 
Investigating these areas will shed light not only on 
this application of hypermedia, but on the hyperme- 
dia concept at  large. 

4 The Integration Perspective 

Meyrowitz 1201 argues that integrating hypermedia 
with other applications will clear the way to hyperme- 
dia's adoption within organizations. Integration re- 
quires more than a simple importlexport facility be- 
cause of its dynamic nature. Applications, e.g., a DSS, 
will run concurrently with a hypermedia engine, onto 
which they delegate hypermedia operations such as 

navigation and annotation. 
Integrating hypermedia into other applications is 

a challenging problem because most hypermedia sys- 
tems have been designed as standalone applications 
with minimal support for exchanging information with 
other software. Facing this challenge requires re- 
thinking the basic hypermedia architecture and de- 
vising information exchange techniques. This section 
proposes research issues in both areas. 

4.1 A r c h i t e c t u r e s  f o r  in tegra t ion  

Most hypermedia systems are not appropriate for 
integration because they do not include dynamic ex- 
change mechanisms to allow them to execute concur- 
rently with other programs. This is exemplified by 
the HAM architecture [5], on which several hyperme- 
dia systems are based. HAM has no provisions for 
enabling and information exchange with other appli- 
cations. Even recent hypermedia models that propose 
layered architectures [14, 10, 16, 30, 24, 301, do not 
contemplate exchange mechanisms. The toolkit ap- 
proach to hypermedia [26, 27) and Sun's Link Service 
[25], although based on the service metaphor, suffer 
from the same shortcoming. 

How can, these exchange mechanisms be provided 
for? One possible approach, explored by Bieber ([4, 31 
and the paper in this proceedings) and by Isakowitz 
and Stohr [15], proposes a layered architecture which 
differentiates among back-end servers responsible for 
managing the communication with back-end applica- 
tions, front-end servers responsible for managing user 
interaction, and a hypermedia engine responsible for 
hypermedia functionality. The layered architecture re- 
quires messages between the external systems (back- 
end application or front-end interface) to be routed 
thorugh the hypermedia layer. This might be prob- 
lematic because it requires the definition of an ex- 
change protocol that all parties involved are required 
to adopt. It is not clear what such a protocol should 
be. Should it involve direct requests for hypermedia 
actions as in Bieber's approach? Or should the proto- 
col be used to communicate application state-changes, 
as in as in Isakowitz and Stohr [15]? 
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Another problem with the layered architecture is 
that i t  requires significant efforts from system soft- 
ware developers, i.e. those that develop the back and 
front-end shells, who need to supply their expertise 
for proper integration. Moreover, this approach to 
integration requires an active role from the back-end 
application, since it has to send messages to the hy- 
permedia engine. Is there a way of automating the 
communication mechanisms so that messages do not' 
have to be designed specifically for each application? 

A related problem is the integration of old appli- 
cations with hypermedia. The approaches described 
above would require extensive re-engineering. Since 
about 90 % of software budgets are devoted to main- 
tenance, it makes sense to establish mechanisms to up- 
grade existing applications with hypermedia function- 
ality. An alternative is the development of a shell that 
provides only partial-hypermedia functionality, but in- 
corporates all applications (new and old). 

Alternatives to the layered architecture approach 
should also be explored. A hypermedia software en- 
vironment would encourage the development of hy- 
permedia applications. The development environment 
would ensure that the applications are able to inter- 
communicate and exchange information. What should 
such an hypermedia software development environ- 
ment be like? What kinds of features should it pro- 
vide? Lange -in his paper in this mintrack- for ex- . 

ample, proposes an object-oriented hypertext environ- 
ment for the development of hypermedia applications. 

4.2 Dynamic Inforlllation Exchange 

As a back-end application communicates with a hy- 
permedia engine, i t  has to be able to specify, dynami- 
cally, the nodes and links within the application. For 
example, as a DSS generates reports from models and 
data, it has to let the hypermedia engine know which 
new nodes and links should be created, and what links 
are to be traversed. One problem with the basic node 
and link model is that i t  requires manual node and 
link creation, and is thus unfit for dynamic informa- 
tion exchange. Even typed nodes and links are not 
helpful here, since what is needed is an automatic, 
real-time method to identify hypermedia structures in 
the application domain. 

A related problem mentioned in 53.2 is that the 
basic node-and-link framework is not rich enough to 
represent domain knowledge. This has sparked re- 
search into knowledge-oriented hypermedia systems 
like Aquanet [19], HDM 1121 and WebTalk 1211 that 
are capable of representing domain knowledge via 
schemata. The schemata assist in mapping domain 

entities such as the models and reports of a DSS, into 
hypermedia entities such as nodes and links. However, 
the schemas only assist in the design of hypermedia 
applications, notfin the communication between a hy- 
permedia engine and an application. What method 
can support the dynamic mapping of domain entities 
into hypermedia enti ties? Probably different methods 
will be required, one for nodes, another for links. The 
following list provides some basic proposals. 

To identify nodes, applications could provide cues, 

in the form of regular expressions. A pattern matcher 
would then determine the kind of node a message rep- 
resents. For example, an object matching the pattern 
*Memo* would be recognized as a node of type Memo. 
Alternatively, the application might use an object- 
oriented approach whereby each object has the ability 
to determine the kind of hypermedia object it should 
be mapped to. 

Identification of anchors, buttons and links, which 
require the identification of domain relationships, 
presents similar challenges. A possible solution pro- 
posed by Isakowitz and Stohr [15] uses schemata, 
as described above, as a basis for communication. 
Through the schemata, a special engine recognizes the 
links to establish among nodes and directs the hyper- 
media engine to create the links. 

Once the nodes and links in a domain applica- 
tion have been identified, the hypermedia engine can 
present a hyperbase to the user. How should user- 
interaction be handled? When the user manipulates 
hypermedia objects, his intentions are to invoke back- 
end application functions. For esample, clicking on a 
button labeled execute should trigger a DSS applica- 
tion to generate a new report. There is no straight- 
forward way of determining what kind of application 
procedure to invoke. 

Are there other ways, without using schemata, to 
enable the dynamic exchange between back-end ap- 
plications and the hypermedia engine? Is it possi- 
ble to adopt network packaging protocols, ED1 meth- 
ods or inter-process communication techniques? Al- 
ternatively, a hypermedia software development envi- 
ronment could solve all these problems by automat- 
ically incorporating hypermedia functionality within 
applications. The afore-mentioned problems, notwith- 
standing this approach would not successfully inte- 
grate all corporate applications unless they all were 
developed within the same software development en- 
vironment. 
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5 Conclusion 

Although the field of hypermedia has evolved sig- 
nificantly over the last decade, the fact remains that 
few organizational applications of hypermedia can be 
found. At the root of this phenomena lie two inter- 
related issues. First, hypermedia systems are for the 
most part standalone, isolated applications that users 
view more as curiosities than as useful productive ap- 
plications. Second, hypermedia is not perceived to 
fulfill to real organizational needs. Organizations will 
only realize the need for hypermedia applications once 
hypermedia is applied to key work tasks where they 
can make a difference. 

Once hypermedia systems become open systems 
that make its functionality readily available to other 
application software, we will observe increased levels 
of hypermedia adoption. A central organizational hy- 
permedia information exchange will be at the founda- 
tion of software platforms in organizations. All ap- 
plications and documents will participate in this ex- 
change. Users will be able to access any program and 
any information through machine-created links that 
connect related objects. Hypermedia will follow Mal- 
one's three stage pattern for technological adoption 
[IS]. First, the open systems architecture will facili- 
tate the implementation of hypermedia applications. 
Second, as more applications participate in the hyper- 
media information exchange, the resources made avail- 
able through the exchange will lure more applications 
to participate in it. Third, the hypermedia exchange 
will become so vital to information processes, that no 
application will be able to afford not being part of 
it. At this point we will have ubiquitous hypermedia 
functionality at  all levels of the organization. 

However, several important problems stand in the 
way of this developments. Most prominently, the fol- 
lowing five research problems will dictate research in 
the hypermedia field over the coming years. 

1. Proper task identification: to take the hype out of 
hypermedia, hypermedia should be applied only 
to those tasks that really require it. The identifi- 
cation of the appropriate levels of uncertainty and 
equivocality that hypermedia can manage is an 
important step towards finding the right match. 
In addition, the interdisciplinary nature of this re- 
search will prompt collaboration with researchers 
in other areas, increasing hypermedia's exposure. 

2. Management of organizational memories: as hy- 
permedia systems become the repository of infor- 
mation across the organization, several manage- 

ment issues arise. Among these, the growth, re- 
structuring and consistency of the hyperbase will 
take precedence. 

3. Knowledge representation: the shortcomings of 
the node-and-link model for hypermedia will be- 
come even more obvious as research in the two 
previous areas evolves. At the heart of the mat- 

. ter lies the problem of automatically mapping do- 
main concepts into hypermedia entities. Knowl- 
edge management tools of this nature will, in 
turn, ease the implementation of more hyperme- 
dia applications. 

4. Software integration: to overcome the isolated na- 
ture of hypermedia applications and to enable the 
envisioned organizational hypermedia exchange, 
new hypermedia architectures are required. In- 
novative design proposals should be investigated. 

5. Exchange protocols: hypermedia information ex- 
change requires not only novel architectures, but 
innovative information exchange protocols with 
the ability to establish dynamic communications 
among the hypermedia engine and the various ap- 
plications in an organization. 

Within a decade we will see as a result of these re- 
search directions, an organizational-wide hypermedia 
exchange in which various kinds of applications par- 
ticipate by infusing and extracting information on a 

dynamic basis. 
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